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Bio 
While being a very successful corporate executive Kadea experienced a life changing near-death 
experience in 1975. This led her to immersing herself in the study and practice of spiritual 
alchemy and ancient wisdom teachings. She left the corporate world in 1987 to be “true to 
herself” and since then has been helping people worldwide offering workshops, courses and 
intuitive Soul Blueprint Readings and Life Path consulting, as well as vibrational, energy and 
sound healing. Kadea can literally “see” the core imprints and blocks you must heal to create 
positive change in your life and then facilitate their clearing. 
 
Presentation Summary 
Please join me today as I bring forth a teaching to inform you about the Divine Mother, The 
Conscious Force of Creation. I will share with you insights about her As Above Transcendent and 
Cosmic/Universal  aspects and well as her So Below Individual aspects of manifestation. I will 
then lead you through a powerful process of opening to Her Power, Force and Truth to 
accomplish the spiritual aim and great task and conversion of living in the light of your true 
Divine Consciousness on earth as a more evolved human being. She is the Supreme Grace 
always available to us if we are prepared to receive It. 
 
Full Presentation  
I would like to take this opportunity to share with you information that is invaluable and 
imperative to know if you want to benefit from and receive help from the Supreme One's 
Consciousness Force and Power of Creation, know by many names such as The Divine Mother, 
Divine Shakti, The Great Mother, The Womb of Creation, The Supramental Truth-
Consciousness, The One Thing, The Creatrix, The Power of Becoming, The Manifested One, 
Prime Matter, MaMa  just to name a few. 
She is the manifesting Becoming aspect of the Supreme One that is the Two in One, The Yin 
Yang, The Being and Becoming. 
 
Acknowledging Her and opening to Her help is the surest way of receiving the benefits of Divine 
Grace and Wisdom and Divine Intervention needed to liberate us from the grip of our 
limitations, ignorance and suffering. With Her help and guidance we conquer and transform our 
lower nature and birth the true Divine Soul Self within (I call this the God seedling). In doing so 
we live our true soul purpose. No longer seeking and striving for fulfillment but living our true 
divine design. All life and souls are Her children and she wants only for us to live in the eternal 
harmony and bliss of our individualized unique Truth.  
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Please join me today as I bring forth a teaching to inform you about the Divine Mother and lead 
you through a powerful process of opening to Her Power/Force to accomplish the spiritual aim 
and great task of living in the light of our true Divine Consciousness on earth as more evolved 
human beings.  
 


